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the impact of military rule on democracy in nigeria - the impact of military rule on democracy in nigeria
etim o. frank* and wilfred i. ukpere** ... born under the military regime and have become adult at eighteen,
are only exposed to the com- ... the impact of military rule on democracy in nigeria 287 military rule in africa
at the end of the colonialism in africa, it was democracy in brazil: origins, problems, prospects democratic regime. political institutions, particularly the legislature and the political parties, sometimes
function a s instruments of authoritarian rule rather than pillars of a democratic order. many leading politicians
of the current government, most notably president josé sarney, loyally served the military regime, and the
military myanmar under the military rule 1962-1988 - isca - further tries to find out the foreign policy
during military regime. keywords: military in myanmar, democratic landscape in myanmar, election in
myanmar, foreign policy during military rule. introduction myanmar, the largest country in southeast asia is
located at the meeting point of south and southeast asia. it is bordered with democratization and the
military in nigeria: a case for an ... - democratization and the military in nigeria: a case for an ... the
concept of democracy, democratization and the military are ... fortunately, the military has also come to the
conclusion that it hardly fare better under military rule as professionalism is the first casualty. military
support for democracy - cco.ndu - military support for democracy military dictatorship on the planet until
last year. however, although military lead- ... regime through military intelligence services ... often alternated
periods of military rule with democratic interludes since gaining their independence from colonial masters.
authoritarian regimes: stability, change, and pathways to ... - corps strongly desires, as a rule, to
maintain its internal cohesion and hierarchy. such internal structures are easily threatened when the regime
comes under pressure from the outside. furthermore, the military has a safe place to which it can retreat
(assuming it is professionally recruited): it can return to the barracks. the military and democracy in
pakistan - tandfonline - behind the facade of military rule. direct intervention, however, was no panacea and
the problems of legitimacy and political stability continued to plague the regime. ayub's answer was 'controlled
democracy'. a new political structure which avoided the problems that mirza was confronted with. the basic
democ- preface nigerian military rule in perspective - preface nigerian military rule in perspective nigeria
is a country of great diversity and contradiction. a country with over 150 million people spread across 250
different ethnic groups, half of them christian, half of them muslim. it has world class wealth, yet is full of poor
people. christians live in the stanford journal of international relations international ... - president of
chile dead and installed in a nation with a proud history of democracy a brutal military dictatorship that would
rule for the next sixteen years. that period was marked by manifold human rights violations, declining civil and
political liberties, extrajudicial hearings and executions, and an overall assault on democracy in the between
military rule and democracy - project muse - 162 • between military rule and democracy tlt at the polls.
although the democrat party received majority votes in the south, the electoral mandate of the tlt came from
the more populous north and northeast. the opposition politicians believed that the unedu-cated poor peasants
of this region were being deceived by corrupt politicians, a political history of the brazilian transition
from ... - a political history of the brazilian transition from ... military dictatorship to a liberal democratic
regime: the military, the political and the bureaucratic. we seek to establish causal inferences linking content,
methods and the ... representing a sudden conversion to democracy on the part of military officials.2 from
authoritarian rule to democratic governance - state - authoritarian rule toward democracy squarely back
on the international ... oﬃce as the ﬁrst civilian president after two decades of military rule. ... to the
presidency vice-president-elect jose sarney, a conservative civilian ﬁgure from the military regime; this
slowed—but in some ways facilitated—the transition process. the failed ... explaining myanmar's regime
transition: the periphery is ... - military rule. few compelling explanations for this regime transition have ...
sudden, but began in 2003 with the regime’s “roadmap to democracy”, which involved reviving the nc from
2004–2007, a constitutional referendum in ... prevail under a post-military regime. this explains why military
regimes typically authoritarian system - encyclopedia of life support systems - democracy often failed
to take hold. presidents and prime ministers were elected, and frequently consolidated power through single
party rule by outlawing any opposition. in other states, the military seized power and established dictatorships,
sometimes for life. 1.2 authoritarianism as response to crisis the mass media and the struggle for
democracy in africa ... - the mass media and the struggle for democracy in africa: the nigerian experience
christopher ochanja ngara national institute for legislative studies, national assembly, abuja, nigeria & edward
ndem esebonu federal road safety corps, nigeria abstract this paper examines the role of the mass media in
the struggle for civil democratic rule in
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